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Abstract- The purpose of this study was to identify the
autocorrelation spatial variations of heat Islands of Tehran. For
this purpose, network database of minimum and maximum
temperature of Tehran was created. Then, the database was used
to consider a 33 years statistical period in daily interval of
1/1/1983 to 31/12/2013. Based on the present study and a cell
with dimension of 18×18 Kilometres was developed on under
study region. The modern methods of spatial static such as global
method of Moran spatial autocorrelation, and local Anselin Index
of Moran and Hot spots were used to gain with year changing by
programming software of GIS. The results of the study showed
that spatial variations of heat Islands of Tehran have up word
cluster pattern. Among them , according to the local Index of
Moran and Hot spots heat Islands have positive spatial
autocorrelation pattern (hot heat Islands) in East and Northeast of
Tehran and west and South west parts of Tehran have negative
spatial autocorrelation pattern (cold heat Islands). In most cases,
a large part of province in almost half of total area of province
didn’t have any significant pattern or spatial autocorrelation
during under study period. Moreover, it was founded that heat
Islands are generated and controlled by affecting from two
systems: 1- local factors controlling the place (geographic
arrangement of Islands), 2- external factors controlling the time
(the region of heat Islands).
Index Terms- Heat Islands, spatial autocorrelation, Moran Index,
Hot Spots Index, Tehran.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

emperature is one of the most important climate factors
which its result is some parts of solar radiation energy that is
absorbed by earth surface and changed into heat energy. [3]
Nowadays, energy security and global heat increasing has
become one of most important problems 21th century. [24]
One of the linkage aspects of this climatic element is its basic
role in forming human and natural ecosystems ; in a way that the
effects of this element is observable is ecosystems responds. In
the other words, the minimum fluctuation of it cause to severe
and slow reaction by elements of ecosystems. [22]
In recent 50 years, most of statistical studies have been
performed with considering traditional statistic study approaches
such as Kendall’s test, Spearman’s test and linear and multiple
regression tests. [6, 17]
But in this regard, realizing spatial distribution of heat is
necessary to determine the energy balance of the Earth and
climatic, evaporation and transpiration studies and for this reason
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it is interested to study by researchers. However, traditional
methods were not determining in this matter. Often, in
environmental studies we deal with observations which are not
independence from each other and their dependency is due to the
positions in which observations are located in under study space.
Hence, the traditional methods should not be used for this kind of
observations, because these kinds of data have spatial
concomitant structure.
For this reason, these kinds of data are named spatial data in
environmental studies and studying them needs a proper method
to respond of these data behaviour in location and time. [23]
According to this need and due to the existence of spatial
correlation between the data, common statistical methods cannot
be considered as a desirable method to analysis such kind of data.
[28]
Hence, it is necessary to consider the correlation structure of
these data in analysing them. [15] For this purpose, spatial
statistics can be investigated as a proper alterative to analysis
these kinds of data. Spatial statistic is used to various analyses
include pattern analysis, shape analysis, surface modelling,
surface calculation, locational regression, statistical comparison
of locational data collection, statistical modelling and estimating
locational interactions. [28] For the needs of close environmental
studies, climatic changing has been also posed as an important
environmental matter in different fields. Subjects such as water
pollution, raining, temperature and … have different effect on
human life such as accommodation, agriculture products and
energy using. Heat Islands that are because of temperature effect
on human health and environment and lead to airflow decreasing,
pollution level increasing and increasing diseases risk and death
related to the heat.
Since the Ozone of earth surface is generated with light and heat
increasing, hence Ozone pollution may reach the level that
threats people health, especially children, old men, asthmatic
patients and other vulnerable people. [21] Moreover, heat Islands
increase energy consumption. High temperatures due to the heat
Islands increase energy consumption to cooling houses, offices,
administrations and other buildings. Similar matter exists for low
temperature and therefore demands’ increasing for energy leads
to price increasing and can impose more expensive price to
costumers. Since heat Islands don’t have special and stable
condition, they represent periodic and non-regularly fluctuation.
[21]
Therefore, investigating spatial autocorrelation of heat Islands
can be a proper approach to provide optimized patterns in order
to study heat Islands in Scales greater than urban level. The
present study is the basis of identifying spatial changing of heat
Islands of Tehran in a 33 years period.
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The results of this study can be a proper pattern to compare the
results of advances statistic analytical and Modern spatial method
with traditional statistics method. The basis of such goals and
needs and trends of quantities studies based on geographic
information system principles have provided new insights to
climatologists and able them to identify and analyse the elements
of climate and spatial patterns. [19] Modern studies of climatology
look for such kinds of modern statistical methods which uncover
the climate area facts with minimum level of error. In the newest
methods of environmental phenomenon behaviour, experts and
scholars have used advances spatial statistics methods to identify
the autocorrelation of homogeneous regions. Theoretical
foundations of these methods and the way of using them have
been described in studies related to environmental Sciences. [4] In
another group of studies, traditional statistic approaches which
were common in climatology and environmental science studies
of last 50 years have been focused which among them, one can
refer to the studies of Zhou et al (2009), Jolliffe and Philips
(2010), Modares and Sir Hadi (2011) and Shahbood et al (2012).
In Iran most of studies related to temperature were also followed
from the last statistics approach, such as the studies of Masudian
(2005) that whit emphasizing on increasing procedure of
temperature has pointed that daily temperature have
approximately increased equal to 0.5 degree of Celsius during
recent decades. It can be also referred to the study of Azizi and
Roshani (2008) that have investigated the temperature procedure
of southern shores of Caspian Sea by Men-Kendall test. Spatial
statistics have special value in approach of modern
environmental science studies, in a way that it has been
considered as a core subject of studies related to environmental
science topics, especially climatology and temperature studies in
recent decade. Latte et al (2009) have used from minimum and
maximum ultra-thermometers of daily temperature of 65
synoptic stations to identify cold and hot sports of Catalonia
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region in Spain in a period of 54 years (1954-2004) by spatial
patterns statistics and spatial statistics like Gits-overdo-G
statistic. Ohioan (2011) has comprised the results of traditional
and spatial statistics methods by using medium climatic ultrathermometers and measuring the monthly temperature degrees
and minimum and maximum daily temperature of Palestine in a
37 years period. The results of his research showed that the
temperature of under study region follows from a complex
pattern.
In addition , Dell Rio et al (2011) have used from ordinary leastsquare (OLS) method – an optimized method to modelling
spatial relationships in spatial statistics – to analyse the
temperature changing procedure of 473 climate station of Spain
in a statistical period of 1961-2006. De Lockney et al (2013)
have investigated the heat fields of Rio de Janerio region in
Brazil by analysing hot spots. There are numerous cases of such
kind of studies which among them , one can refer to the studies
of Hummer et al (2010), Ajani et al (2013), Nampak et al (2013)
and Kim and Sing (2014) as outstanding patterns of this kind of
studies. Therefore, according to the importance of the subject,
this study has investigated the spatial autocorrelation of spatial
changing of temperature Islands in Tehran.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
UNDER STUDY REGION
Tehran province with the centrality of Tehran city is the capital
of Iran and with 12.981 square kilometres area is located
between 34 to 36.5 degree of North latitude and 50 to 53 degree
of East longitude. This province is surrounded to Mazandaran
province from North to Qum province from south, to MARKAZI
province from Southwest, to Alborz province from west and to
Semnan province from East.

Fig. 1: Location of understudy region
In this study, the common and homogeneous statistic of daily were considered. The Kolmogorov - Smirnov test and SPSS
average maximum and minimum temperature of 25 synoptic software were used to investigate the homogeneity of stations
stations of Tehran province and its neighbour provinces in a 30 temperature. Since climate data are usually measured discretely
years statics period in daily interval of 1/1/1983 to 31/12/2013 in one point, i.e. climate stations, so this spotty nature of climatic
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monitoring leads to the matter that the generalization of results of
stations data analysis is not correct for all of area, even with
increasing the number of stations. This problem is more
observable is a case with higher place changing of climatic
elements. For this reason, a net with proper cells was developed
in under study area and the amount of climatic elements in nodes
was calculated. This calculations which covered all of the area,
were the basis of judgments in this study. Finally, the data of the
stations were used as observations to evaluate the level of
certainty of used analysis results and stations data were
developed to area data with a cell had 18 × 18 kilometres
dimensions by Cringing interpolation method and ArcGIS 10.2.2
software.
In order to select the dimensions of cells, firstly the data of daily
minimum and maximum temperature of 25 synoptic stations of
Tehran and its neighbour province which had common statistics
were collected and then, the matrix of raining data of country
was created by Cringing (common) method. Two statistic
techniques of R2 and RMSE were used to evaluate the calculating
methods. Among them, the Cringing method with the lowest
level of RMSE (3047) and highest level of R2 (0.82) was
identified as a most explicit method among evaluated methods in
under study region.
After that, the matrixes with 1.1 kilometre dimensions started. In
next stage, the average of maximum and minimum temperature
of Tehran and its neighbourhood provinces were calculated for
each month and the diffract graph of data was drawn. In this
diffract graph, the horizontal axis was the dimensions of cell and
the vertical axis was the average of raining. The results showed
that diffract graph of raining cells of Iran with dimensions of
18*18 square kilometres had the lowest level of diffraction.
Therefore the dimension of 18*18 kilometres was selected to
zoning the temperature data of Tehran. Since , the information
were related to the level of temperature with spatial correlation ,
the model of temperature could be obtained by spatial statistic
methods and then desirable prediction could be conducted by
cluster and non-cluster statistics and hot spots analysing. Spatial
analysis usually has a set of space or spatial data which includes
three parts: descriptive analysis of spatial data, spatial modelling
(change log analysis and determining the model of change log)
and spatial prediction. [27] The first phase includes descriptive
investigation of spatial data which initial analysis of spatial data
itself includes two parts:
1) Measurement locations analysis and 2) descriptive analysis of
under study variable (temperature), the second phase includes:
spatial modelling. The next stage is appearing the factors changes
in dependence variable and the level of each variable effect and
distinguishing the model of experimental change log. In spatial
model , changing can be generally related to two factors of mean
structure and spatial dependency structure which changing of
descriptive variables can be modelled in mean structure and the
changing of spatial dependency can be modelled in spatial
dependency structure. In the other words, the spatial model of
changing decomposes data in following form: Changing of
spatial dependency + changing of mean structure = data
changing
Here, existing some small-scale changing maybe due to the
factors such as measurement error or changeability inside the
observed location. Small scale changing can be considered as an
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error statement in model. Existing great scale changing can be
due to the changeability between observation locations. For
spatial data, changeability between observations locations are
modelled as a function of distance between observation
locations, because when observation locations are near to each
other, the observed amounts of them are more similar to each
other. This similarity is called spatial dependency. In present
study, temperature data were modelled by defining linear model
with spatial dependency error and with spatial data of Z(s 1 ), … ,
Z(s n ) which were observed in locations of {s 1 , … , s n } , as
equation of (2) :
q

Z ( s ) = ∑ β i xi ( s ) + δ ( S )

(1)

l =1

s ∈ D ⊂ Rd
Where, {xi(s), i = 1, q} is a grade of non-random descriptive
variable of q which can depend on location and S(s) is the error
process with average of zero and limited variance and it may
spatial dependency. Different methods have been provided to
spatial pre-finding. In this study, the cricking method was
identified as a proper method to pre-finding based on performed
investigations and comprising total squares of errors of different
pre-finding models. Therefore all of investigations related to prefinding of data temperature of the province were provided based
on this method. In fact, this method is the best method for nondiagonal linear pre-finding which is also called, optimized prefinder. Pre-fonder which is obtained from cringing method is
linear, non-diagonal and has the lowest level of variance
compared with all of other non-diagonal linear pre-finders and
exists in two forms of usual and common cringing. In usual
cringing: s ∈ D, µ ∈ R Z ( s ) =
uncertain.
d

µ + δ (s)

n

is

stable

and

n

p ( ∑ s 0 ) = ∑ λi z ( s i )

(2)

i =1

∑λ
i =1

i

=1

s

Where, P (Z; s 0 ) is the pre-finder of Z variable in location of 0
. The condition of total coefficients of linear pre- finder equal to
1, ensure the non-diagonally of predictor. In usual cringing

µ ∈ R d is considered as unknown content. Common cringing is
the generalized form of usual cringing, in a way that
E[ Z ( s )] = µ ( s ) (in this equation, E is expectancy) is not
content value, rather than it is an unknown linear combination of
known functions of {X i (s)… X d (s)}. Common cringing is prefounded under two consumptions:
R

R

R

R

q

Z ( s ) = ∑ β i xi ( s ) + δ ( S )

s∈D

l =1

(3)

Where, β = (β1..., β q ) € Rq is an unknown vector of
parameters and S(s) is an inherently static random process
with average of zero
R

R

P

P
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p ( ∑ s 0 ) = ∑ λi z ( s i )

(4)

i =1

λ ′X = x′

2γ (h) = E ( Z ( s ) − Z ( s + h)) 2

(5)
Generally, the quantity of 2y (h) is a function of (S i – S j )
difference. In present study the equation (6) was used to
describe the spatial relationship of temperature data from
change log relation:
R

var( z ( si ) − Z ( s j )) = 2γ ( si − s j )

R

R

R

∀s , s ∈ D

i
j
(6)
The classic estimation of half log change is defined as
equation (7):

1
N ( h)

∑ (Z (s ) − Z (s
i

j

)) 2

(7)

N (h)

Where, the sum of under measurement parameters was done
on N (h) = {(i,j) : S i – S j = h }. |N (h)| is the number of
distinctive elements of N (h). This is a non-diagonal
estimator. The third phase: pre – zoning: the pre-finding of
temperature on points without existing amount was
performed after extracting the best half change log model. In
present study, the cringing pre-finder was used to calculate
R

R

R

P

I =

P

n
s0

n

n

i =1

j =1
n

n ∑ ∑ wi , j z i z

∑z
i =1

j

(8)
2
i

( xi − x ) .

The cluster and outlier analysis which is known as Anselin
Local Moran is an optimal pattern to display the statistical
distribution of phenomenon in space. [9, 4]. The value of local
Moran index, Z-score and P-value were calculated to cluster
and outlier analysis for each condition exists in layer which
indicates the significant level of calculated index. The local
Moran statistic can be calculated by equation (9):
P

Ii =

xi − x
si2

n

∑w

i, j

j =1, j ≠1

P

wi , j ( xi − x)

(9)

In above equation, X i is the condition characteristic i , x
is the average of related characteristic.
Hot spot analysis uses Getis-Ord-GI for all of conditions
exist in data. [29] The calculated Z score indicate in which
regions data are clustered with high or low amounts. The
conceptual framework of this analysis is that if a condition
has high value, it is important, but it doesn’t mean that it is
hot spot. The condition is hot spot that not only itself, but
also its neighbourhoods be significant in the statistical term.
For final output, Z score will obtained when , local sum of
condition and its neighbour can relatively compared with
total sum of conditions. [13] The Getis – Ord G I , statistic is
calculated by equation (10):
R

P

R

P

P

R

the variable in location of s 0 .
In this study, the local pattern analysis method of Morgan
was used to better understanding of data and close decision
making about the level of statistical confidence. Different
scenarios have been developed about analysing the patterns
of spatial data in recent decades. For this purpose, one can
refer to index of Global Moran 1. This statistic results a
number (called standard score or 2-score) which can be used
to measure the level of sporadic or concentration of effects
or spatial data. [22, 12]
Moran spatial auto correlation investigates the spatial auto
correlation based on the transmittal location of two amounts
and analysis the considered characteristic of geographical
condition. [10] Firstly the standard score of Z and P-value are
calculated to estimate statistic or Moran index and then in
next stage the significantly of index is evaluated. The
equation of (8)
P

In equation (8), z i , is the difference between the amount of
condition i with its average of

The condition of λ’X=X’ is required condition for nondiagonally of pre-finder. Modeling the spatial dependency:
the change log was used to describe the spatial relationship
between the amounts of a location variable in different
locations. The most nature way to comprise two amounts of
Z(S) and Z (Sth) in two locations, one with coordinate of S
and another Sth (which is located in h distance from point S)
is to investigate the mathematical expectancy of these two
amounts. The non-similarity or change log function of two
points with distance of h is defined as follow:

2γˆ (h) =
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P

n

∑w

i, j

j =1

Gi* =

R

R

n

− x ∑ wi , j

(10)

i =1

n

n

j =1

j =1

2

[ n ∑ wi2, j − (∑ wi , j ) ]
S

n −1
In above equation, X 1 is the amount of characteristic for
condition of j, W i,j is spatial weight between i and j
conditions and n is the total number of conditions.
R

R

R

R

III. RESULTS
THE OUT PUTS OF MORAN SPATIAL AUTOCORRELATION HAVE
BEEN PROVIDED IN NUMERICAL FORM IN TABLE (1). GENERALLY,
IF MORAN INDEX IS CLOSE TO +1, DATA HAVE SPATIAL
AUTOCORRELATION AND CLUSTERING PATTERN AND IF MORAN
INDEX IS CLOSE TO -1, THEN DATA ARE SEPARATE FROM EACH
OTHER. IN GLOBAL MORAN, THE HO (NULL HYPOTHESIS) IS THAT:
THERE IS NO SPATIAL CLUSTERING AMONG THE AMOUNTS OF
ELEMENTS RELATED TO GEOGRAPHICAL CONDITIONS. IF THE
AMOUNT OF P-VALUE IS VERY LOW AND THE CALCULATED Z IS
VERY GREAT (LOCATED OUT OF CONFIDENCE AREA), THEN NULL
HYPOTHESIS CAN BE REJECTED. IF MORAN INDEX BE GREATER
THAN ZERO, DATA WILL SHOW A KIND OF SPATIAL CLUSTERING. IF
IT IS LOWER THAN ZERO, THE UNDER STUDY CONDITIONS HAVE
SPORADIC PATTERN. ACCORDING TO THE TABLE (1), THE VALUE
OF GLOBAL MORAN INDEX WAS HIGHER THAN D.X FOR ALL OF 12
MONTHS OF YEAR. THIS POINT INDICATES THAT IN UNDER STUDY
PERIOD, TEMPERATURE OF TEHRAN HAVE UPWARD CLUSTERING
PATTERN IN THE LEVELS OF %95 AND %99 BASED ON GLOBAL
www.ijsrp.org
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MORAN

INDEX. THE STATISTIC OF Z FOR ALL OF 12 MONTH OF
UNDER STUDY STATISTIC PERIOD WAS HIGH AND THE LEVELS OF
14 AND 15. THEREFORE, ACCORDING TO THE GLOBAL MORAN IT
CAN BE CONCLUDED THAT INTER-YEAR TEMPERATURE OF TEHRAN
FOLLOWS FROM UPWARD CLUSTERING PATTERN. THEREFORE, THE
HYPOTHESIS OF NON-EXISTENCE OF SPATIAL AUTOCORRELATION
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BETWEEN DATA IN ALL OF 12 MONTHS OF YEAR CAN BE REJECTED
BASED ON LOW LEVEL OF Z-SCORE AND HIGH LEVEL OF P- VALUE.
NOW, IF TEMPERATURE FOR MONTHS OF YEAR IN TEHRAN WOULD
BE DISTRIBUTED NORMALLY, THEN THE AMOUNT OF -0.007519
SHOULD BE OBTAINED TO GLOBAL MORAN INDEX.

TABLE 1: THE OUTPUT OF MORAN STATISTIC IN MONTHLY FORM
VARIANCE
EXPECTED MORAN INDEX
MORAN INDEX
MONTH
0
14.743675
0.000444
-0.007519
0.697493
JAN
0
14.825847
0.800433
-0.007519
0.598018
FEB
0
14.681216
0.600433
-0.007519
0.097028
MAR
0
14.639610
0.700433
-0.007519
0.096765
APR
0
14.721315
0.800433
-0.007519
0.097320
MAY
0
14.954936
0.000444
-0.007519
0.796903
JUN
0
14.669729
0.100433
-0.007519
0.796903
JUL
0
14.668709
0.300433
-0.007519
0.796913
AUG
0
14.717548
0.200433
-0.007519
0.297926
SEP
0
14.748468
0.600433
-0.007519
0.297478
OCT
0
14.649133
0.700433
-0.007519
0.396831
NOV
0
14.798439
0.900433
-0.007519
0.597841
DEC
AS IT CAN BE SEEN IN TABLE (1), THE LEVEL OF GLOBAL MORAN AMOUNTS OR NEGATIVE SPATIAL AUTOCORRELATION AT THE
CONFIDENCE LEVEL OF %99. HL INDICATES NON-CLUSTERING IN
INDEX WAS HIGHER THAN 0.96 IN ALL OF 12 MONTHS OF YEAR.
THIS KIND OF DATA DISTRIBUTION INDICATED THAT SPATIAL WHICH HIGH AMOUNT IS SURROUNDED BY LOW AMOUNTS. LH IS
P-VALUE

Z-SCORE

TRANSMITTAL PATTERN OF TEMPERATURE CHANGES IN
MULTIFOLD INTERVALS AND SCALES AND FROM ONE DISTANCE TO
ANOTHER OR FROM ONE SCALE TO ANOTHER SCALE. IN FACT, THIS
MATTER SHOWS THE EXISTENCE SPATIAL DIFFERENCES IN
DIFFERENT DISTANCES AND SCALES. THEREFORE, THE INCREASING
OF THIS VALUE LEADS TO SPATIAL CLUSTERING OF CONDITIONS
WITH SIZE CHANGING IN NEIGHBORHOOD SCALE. SINCE THE
TEMPERATURE INCREASES IN WARM MONTHS FOR ALL OF
PROVINCE, THE SIGNIFICANT TEMPERATURE SIZE CHANGING
OCCURRED IN NEIGHBORHOOD SCALE OF PROVINCE. BUT IN COLD
MONTHS, THE TEMPERATURE WAS DISTRIBUTED IN NON-BALANCE
FORM IN PROVINCE.
IN OCTOBER AND DECEMBER IT CAN BE OBSERVED THAT THEY
HAVE ALLOCATED THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF VALUE TO THEMSELVES
TIS MATTER IS BECAUSE OF THE HOMOGENOUS FLUCTUATION OF
TEMPERATURE IN ALL AREA OF PROVINCE. AS IT WAS OBSERVED,
GLOBAL MORAN SPATIAL AUTOCORRELATION ONLY DETERMINES
THE TYPE OF PATTERN. FOR THIS REASON, THE LOCAL MORAN
WAS USED TO INDICATE THE PATTERN SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF
HEAT I SLANDS OF TEHRAN DURING UNDER STUDY PERIOD. THE
RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS INDICATED THE FORM OF SPATIAL
DISTRIBUTION OF CONDITIONS, WHETHER THEY HAVE BEEN
DISTRIBUTED IN RANDOM FORM, SPORADIC OR CLUSTERING FORM.
IF THE VALUE OF I IS POSITIVE, IT MEANS THAT THE CONSIDERED
CONDITION IS SURROUNDED BY ITS SIMILAR CONDITIONS
THEREFORE, AND THE CONSIDERED CONDITION IS A PART OF
THAT CLUSTER. IF THE VALUE OF I IS NEGATIVE, IT MEANS THAT
THE CONSIDERED CONDITION IS SURROUNDED BY A NON-SIMILAR
CONDITION. THIS TYPE CONDITION IS NON-CLUSTER. THE VALUE
OBTAINED FROM THIS STATISTIC WAS CALCULATED UNDER
STANDARD SCORE FRAMEWORK AND THE P- VALUE CAN BE
ANALYZED. IN THIS STATISTIC, HH INDICATED CLUSTERS WITH
HIGH AMOUNTS OR POSITIVE SPATIAL AUTOCORRELATION AT THE
CONFIDENCE LEVEL OF %99; LL INDICATED CLUSTERS WITH LOW

A SINGLE CELL IN WHICH CONDITIONS WITH LOW AMOUNTS ARE
SURROUNDED BY CONDITIONS WITH HIGH AMOUNTS AND ARE
STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT (AT LOW LEVEL OF %5). FIGURE (2)
CHANGING
OF
SPATIAL
SHOWS
THE
INTER-YEAR
AUTOCORRELATION CLUSTERING PATTERN OF HEAT ISLANDS
DURING UNDER STUDY PERIOD (1983-2013). IN THREE MONTHS OF
WINTER (JANUARY, FEBRUARY AND MARCH) THERE WAS NO
PATTERN ON MOST REGIONS OF PROVINCE AND THEY DIDN’T HAVE
SPATIAL AUTOCORRELATION. THIS CONDITION WITH THE VALUE
OF 62.04 WAS EQUALLY DISTRIBUTED ALL OVER THE PROVINCE
(FIGURE 2).
15.2, 8.82 AND 8.87 PERCENTS OF PROVINCE REGIONS WHICH
HAVE SYNOPTIC STATIONS WITH KHORBIABANAK AND NOMIEN,
HAD HIGH VALUE UPWARD CLUSTERING PATTERN (POSITIVE
SPATIAL AUTOCORRELATION) IN JANUARY, FEBRUARY AND
MARCH, RESPECTIVELY IN THIS PERIOD OF YEAR, TEMPERATURE
PATTERN OF LL OR LOW VALUES (NEGATIVE SPATIAL
AUTOCORRELATION) WERE DISTRIBUTED IN WINTER SEASON AT
THE LEVELS OF 86.3, 29.91 AND 26.77, RESPECTIVELY; WHICH
INDICATED COLD HEAT ISLANDS. THEY WERE DEVELOPED IN THE
FORM OF SPOTS IN E ASTERN AREAS OF PROVINCE (TABLE 2). IN
SPRING, THE AVERAGE OF TEMPERATURES WITH HIGH SPATIAL
AUTOCORRELATION HAD %2.81 REDUCTION COMPARE WITH
WINTER AND HAD SOME LOCATION CHANGING (FIGURE, 2). IN A
WAY THAT HIGH VALUE CLUSTERS WERE DEVELOPED WITH
TRENDING TO SOUTH OF PROVINCE (VARAMIN), WHILE HIGH
VALUES (HH) WERE LIMITED TO SOUTHERN AND SOMETIMES
CENTRAL REGIONS IN WINTER AND HAD HIGH FLUCTUATION. LOW
HEAT ISLANDS PATTERN CHANGING (NEGATIVE SPATIAL
AUTOCORRELATION) REDUCED IN SUMMER AND WERE AT THE
LEVELS OF %24.3, %25.6 AND %20.11 IN THE AREA OF LOW
(NEGATIVE
SPATIAL
TEMPERATURE
PATTERNS
AUTOCORRELATION) HAD A LITTLE REDUCTION AND EXPERIENCED
NEGLECT ABLE CHANGING IN LOCATION TERM.
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IN SUMMER, THE AREAS OF HIGH AND LOW TEMPERATURES
PATTERN HAD THE LOWEST LEVEL OF NUMERICAL FLUCTUATION
COMPARED WITH PREVIOUS THREE SEASONS. AVERAGELY, IN
THREE MONTHS OF JUNE, AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER, 67.03
PERCENT OF PROVINCE DIDN’T FOLLOW FROM ANY SPATIAL
PATTERN. GENERALLY, SINCE THE AMOUNTS WITH POSITIVE
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SPATIAL AUTOCORRELATION WERE LIMITED TO VARAMIN REGION
IN EVERY FOUR SEASON OF YEAR (FIGURE, 2), IT CAN BE
CONCLUDED THAT LOCAL FACTORS HAVE SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN
SPORADIC DISTRIBUTION OF HEAT ISLANDS IN TEHRAN.

FIG. 2: THE RESULTS OF THE DISTRIBUTION PATTERN OF LOCAL MORAN HEAT ISLANDS OF TEHRAN
TABLE 2: THE PERCENTAGE OF AREA COVERED BY THE PATTERN OF LOCAL MORAN
HEAT PATTERN
JAN
FEB
MAR
APR
MAY
JUN
HIGH-CLUSTER PATTERN (HH)
15.2
8.82
8.87
7.01
8.98
8.54
LOW-CLUSTER PATTERN (LL)
26.3
27.91
26.77
28.54
27.57
23.4
WITHOUT PATTERN
58.5
63.27
64.36
64.45
63.45
68.6
HEAT PATTERN
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC
HIGH-CLUSTER PATTERN (HH)
10.35
11.2
7.34
9.1
6.16
8.5
LOW-CLUSTER PATTERN (LL)
20.11
25.6
24.3
26.82
27.66
2804
WITHOUT PATTERN
69.54
63.2
68.36
64.08
66.18
63.1
According to what has been said, the areas of province with with positive spatial autocorrelation in confidence levels of %90
positive spatial autocorrelation (high heat clusters) and negative and %95 continued to Northeast parts of Ardestan (Figure, 5). In
one’s (low heat clusters) were identified; but the GI index or Hot spring, areas with negative spatial autocorrelation had significant
Spot was used to confidence about the regions with high and low location changing compare to winter; in a way that cold heat spot
clusters. The results have been shown in figures 5 and 6 and table with probability of %95 was continued from west to centre. As it
(3). GI statistic which was used to each condition of calculated can be seen from table (3), regions without significantly pattern ,
data is a kind of Z-score. For statistical positive and significant Z had very poor changing in spring compare to three previous
scores, high amounts are highly clustered and form hot spots in months , in a way that %41.82, %42.57 and %43.38 of total area
greater scores. For statistical negative and significant Z scores, of province didn’t have any statistical significant pattern in April,
the lower Z scores means more severe clustering of low amounts May and Jun, respectively (Figure 5). Clustering pattern of high
and indicate cold spots.
amounts of spatial autocorrelation in confidence level of %99
Ad it can be seen from figure (5), in January, warm heat Islands increased in summer (Table 3) and it had significant location
(at the significantly level of %99) were only limited to East parts changing (Figure 7). Warm heat spots had more trend to centre or
in Khorbiabanak station which covered 10.09, 7.23 and 6.31 west of province in summer compare with other nine months of
percents of province in January, February and March, year; in a way that Naien and Northeast parts of Ardestan which
respectively. In this season (winter), regions with cold heat didn’t have significant pattern in previous 6 months, had warm
Islands (at the significantly level of 99 percent) were in high area temperature hot spots in summer. Cold temperature spots in
of province in a way that Daran and Golpaygan stations were different levels of confidence have moved and replaced from
identified as cold heat spots with the probability of %99 and the west to East in months of January, August and west in summer
station in East of Tehran was identified as a cold heat Island with was because of the wind direction and overheating of Loot desert
the probability of %95. The regions without significant patterns in East part of Tehran. According to the GI index, heat spatial
in January, February and March were calculated equal to autocorrelation changing of Tehran in autumn was similar to
%45.13, %44.28 and %45.06 respectively. Clustering pattern of winter.
spatial autocorrelation or in the other words, the warm heat However, cold temperature spots had higher trend from west to
islands which were at confidence level of %99, increased in east and north and south in this season compared with previous
spring (table, 3). But they had very poor location changing periods. Totally, in October, November and December the
compare to February and March; in a way that sequence of area
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province had negative spatial autocorrelation (cold temperature
Islands) in %37.40, %40.48 and %45.66 of its area.
In summer, the number of regions without significantly was in
lowest level (%37.20 of total area of province in sum of three
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months). This value was reduced compared with winter, autumn
and spring equal to %7.38 and %4.61, respectively. This matter
was because of the lower fluctuation of heat in this season.

Fig. 5: The results of the dispersion model for heat hot spots during the studied (First six months of the year)

Fig. 6: The results of the dispersion model for the hot spot heat in the studied period (the second half of the year)
Table 3: The percentage of area covered by Tehran heat Islands (first six months of the year)
The type of heat Island
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Cold temperature Island at the level of 99%
19.66 20.11 21.08 21.14 22.14 20.14
Cold temperature Island at the level of 95%
7.87
7.47
7.58
7.36
5.78
6.15
Cold temperature Island at the level of 90%
4.22
2.87
2.14
2.14
2.15
2.89
Without significant pattern
Warm temperature Island at the level of 90%
Warm temperature Island at the level of 95%
Warm temperature Island at the level of 99%
The type of heat Island
Cold temperature Island at the level of 99%
Cold temperature Island at the level of 95%
Cold temperature Island at the level of 90%
Without significant pattern
Warm temperature Island at the level of 90%
Warm temperature Island at the level of 95%
Warm temperature Island at the level of 99%
IV. CONCLUSSION
According to the increasing important of heat , especially daily
heats in human life and since it is necessary to adapt heat studies
, the purpose of this study was to investigate the changing of
spatial autocorrelation of heat islands of Tehran based on the last
performed heat statistics. This kind of study is very important
due to the Co2 level increasing of atmosphere, changing in the
amount of humidity and cloudiness, land use changing and
development of urban lands. Since most of under study station
R

R

38.25 35.59 37.89 38.54 36.87 33.54
11.22 17.23 16.14 16.65 17.36 24.33
9.5
13.87 10.9
10.14 12.89 10.52
9.28
2.73
4.27
4.03
2.81
2.43
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
18.32 19.36 19.87 20.22 22.14 23.25
8.21
8.65
6.56
8.67
7.89
6.86
2.14
2.78
2.89
2.14
2.32
2.47
36.21 37.69 33.65 35.51 32.15 32.25
21.11 16.65 2014
23.43 21.32 20.89
10.17 10.25 13.35 10.59 12.36 11.58
3.84
4.62
3.54
2.24
1.82
2.7
were located in cities and suburbs and affected by urban weather,
the importance of work was doubled, because it is possible to
realize the fluctuations of heating islands by discovering the heat
islands changing. One of the most interesting and developing
fields of spatial statistics is spatial autocorrelation .it is related to
the relationship between remained amount in the regression line.
In statistical point of views a strong autocorrelation occurs when
remained amounts have relationship with each other, in the other
word their changing happen in a regular form. However, a strong
autocorrelation will occur when the amounts of a variable are
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close to each other and are related to each other in geographical
term. As it was said, this study emphasized a spatial
autocorrelation patterns changing of heat islands of Tehran. For
this purposes data heat of minimum and maximum value of 27
synoptic stations of Tehran and its neighbour provinces in a
statistical period of 33 years (1980-2013) were used .in addition
the global Moran method , local Moran method and hot spots of
GI were used. Then the programming software of GIS was used
to utilize from these methods. The results of global Moran
method showed that spatial autocorrelation changing of heat
islands of Tehran follow from upward clustering pattern .since
global Moran only determine the type of pattern , local Moran
index (Anselin local Moran’s I) and Getis_Ord GI were used to
investigate the spatial autocorrelation changing of heat Islands of
Tehran . According to the both of the indexes, East and North
East regions of Tehran with Khorbiabanak and Naien stations
have significant role formation of heat islands of Tehran and the
mentioned regions have positive spatial autocorrelation. Areas
with negative spatial autocorrelation (cold temperature islands)
were limited to high regions of province in every 12 months of
year. Totally, great area of province had no significant pattern
(without significant spatial autocorrelation) in statistical term in
under study period. The results of the study showed that heat
islands are formed under interaction of local factors and flow
factors in a long term interval, but they have different role. In this
way, the geographical arrangements of heat islands are formed
by local factors, specially height and latitude. However, the role
of external factors should not be neglected, because external
factors, i.e. general flow of atmosphere play role in thermal
regime and heat changing in long term. The maps of heat clusters
of Tehran show that upward and down heat clusters aren’t similar
to each other. This difference is due to the effects of atmosphere
flow elements. Therefore it can generally say that heat islands are
created and controlled under the effect of two systems: 1) local
factors controlling the location (geographical arrangement of
heat islands) and, 2) external factors controlling the time (heat
islands regime). The results of this study can present proper
patterns to other spatial studies of climatic super-thermometers.
Spatial statistic studies can provide new fields to climatologists.
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